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Vel Vect'Orian

Vel Vect'Orian is a player character played by NightWolfe.

Vel Vect'Orian
Species: Iromakuanhe
Gender: Male

Age: 6 YE (30 years old)
Height: 6'4“ or 1.93 Meters
Weight: 185 lbs

Organization: Independent
Occupation: Ex-General Infantry/Mechanist

Rank:
Current Placement: Thrown from the Concordia Veil into the Halna asteroid belt in mid-YE 36

Physical Characteristics

Height: 6'4” or 1.93 Meters
Mass: 185 lbs
Measurements:

Build and Skin Color: Vel is noticeably tall and lanky as well as having milk chocolate brown skin.

Eyes and Facial Features: Vel has oddly bright green eyes for his age which he used to keep covered
to hide from others but over the years he started becoming proud of them as he believes that it shows
his enlightenment over those of his age.

Ears: Of all his features Vel's ears and horns are the most plain and average nearly forgettable once
people walk away.

Hair Color and Style: Semi-long silver and grey hair (Around 6 inches long) that he keeps neatly
combed and out of the way which stays in place even during a run or while fighting.

Distinguishing Features: His looks are mostly normal with nothing besides his eyes standing out but
his voice is a soft baritone that often pulls attention from its almost musical quality, though his normal
voice is baritone he can easily reach high tenor and a very low bass

Physiology Characteristics

(Note: Any body systems not listed act exactly like they would do in humans.)
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Unique Biological Factors

See the Iroma race page here

Symbiotics Overview

See here

Saturation-type

OWNED

Vel's uses these for the ability to access wireless communications system silently with his mind which
utilizes local networks which he normally uses to track current ships that are docked to keep an eye out
for his own people. Doing so requires his full concentration, most of the time requiring him to shut his
eyes.

Extend-Type

OWNED

He has a few of these including a neural feed/internal communications and a Wired BCI (Brain-computer
interface)

Coralian-type

Owned

Vel uses these primarily to create the tools he needs while working while

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Vel is a tinkerer. He sees machines and bio-machines as incomplete and is constantly
trying to perfect the things around him and the equipment that is in use, Before manually changing
things he comes up with designs on data-pads which he keeps in a neat stack where ever he is going to
spend a lot of his time so that should the opportunity arise he can bring them up to whoever is in charge
of the equipment. Unlike most of his people he see that there are some benefits to fighting that cannot
be gotten from diplomacy and will not shy away from conflict and at times can be almost merciless about
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doing what he sees as necessary if he thinks it will bring less harm than if things were left to continue on
its own.

When not in potentially life threatening situations he is easy going about most things, except someone
messing with something he was working on, he will often remain silent until he is used to the people that
he is around speaking only when necessary. He is normally found smiling and working, listening to music
and singing, or meditating for 2 hours a day, if interrupted once by someone he continues to be pleasant
towards the person, but if it happens several times in a relatively short period of time he becomes quite
unpleasant towards the person (emergency situations excluded) and until that person can understand
the reason for his irritation and takes measures to change, his attitude towards said person will not
change (though he will not jeopardize lives).

Likes: Meditation, Tinkerering, Music
Dislikes: Ignorance, Those that talk with no point, Those that interrupt his meditation
Goals: To enlighten those that he comes in contact with and fulfill whatever task he is given by the
captian (for now)

History

Family (or Creators)

Father was Kanois Vect'Orian (Deceased)

Mother was Jacanian Vect'Orian (Deceased)

Pre-RP

For the early part of his life Vel was taught that Violence would never bring anything besides violence
and that a peaceful solution should be the only answer but a fateful encounter with pirates which led to
the death of 97 of his people including his parents destroyed everything he thought was true. He and the
2 other survivors joined the General Infantry the moment they got to the nearest planet that held a
military base for their people. After completing his training he found his affinity towards the bio-power
armor and switched specializations to mechanist to get even more familiar and close to them even using
one in 2 separate combat situations but then years went by where he could do nothing but train and wait
he tired of it and wanted the chance to make a real impact on the universe.

When he spoke to his superior about the possibility of a small group of people venturing out into the rest
of the universe he was told that such a thing was impossible due to having to guard all sides against
attack from the other known races, and if he kept pressing he would be dismissed from service and court
marshaled. Seeing that his future would be limited to the planets he knew his whole life he tried to
resign, but to no avail. His commander told him that court marshal was the only way he was getting out
and then he would be imprisoned for the rest of his life, to that he exploded striking his commander
repeatedly in the face until he was unconscious then left in quite a hurry barely getting off base before it
was locked down and the search was on. Knowing his time was exceedingly limited he stole a small one
man fighter heading to the edge of Iromakuanhe space. He sold it on the first back water planet he found
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for transport out after hearing of a place where those that are hunted by different governments go to hid
called Black Moon.

So here he waits hoping for his chance to find the adventure he was looking for while trying avoid those
that still look for him.

Skills

Fighting/Physical

Vel has been extensively trained in both defensive and offensive hand-to-hand techniques as well as the
use of several hand weapons, including knives, pistols, rifles, anti-tank weaponry and all types of
explosives, including grenades. He should pass basic qualifications as a marksman with rifles at 150
meters and with pistols at 20 meters. He is in excellent physical form, with sufficiently high endurance to
survive situations such as elevated G-forces and enough stamina for prolonged ground assaults. He also
prefers Power Armor for most engagements if the time permits but functions perfectly well without it.

Leadership (Tactics)

Vel has learned the essentials of tactics and command in high stress conditions, he is capable of giving
and following tactical orders quickly and efficiently in the heat of the moment and can follow the
command structure if necessary. He is capable of making use of the information given to him (tactical
maps, target statistics, marked targets, etc) and finding relevant information to send to the rest of
whatever group he is in. He is also well-versed in marine boarding tactics for ship-to-ship combat, as well
as urban and guerrilla warfare for ground assaults. He has been in combat on board ships and planet side
several times both on the offense and defense in each case, fighting off pirates who got the drop on them
during a routine patrol which was followed by him leading a team to infiltrate the enemy ship while losing
no one in his team, though 2 were wounded by lucky shots towards the end

Communications

He knows the common trade language Nepleslian, military cant, and can use digital communications
effectively.

Maintanance and Repair

He also has an understanding of the technologies employed by the Astral Vanguard, and is well versed in
the techniques behind their repairs. He understands the separate methods behind doing those repairs on
both organoid and conventional technologies. He can spot certain obvious weaknesses on most craft, and
find some others with a proper blueprint and time to study it.
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Engineering

He is very good at devising new ways of implementing old technologies to suit the current needs before
missions and inside of combat. He can also retrofit older equipment with newer or more appropriate
hardware should the situation demand it.

Inventory

Vel Vect'Orian has the following items:

Clothing

Brown Leather jacket
4 plain white T-Shirts
4 pair Cargo pants with several extra pockets

Belt, Brown
Reinforced Boots, Black
Black Gloves
1 Full white robe (used during meditation)

1 Weather Jacket, Dark Green

Workout Clothes

1 Standard Workout Outfit
Sleeveless Mesh T-Shirt, Dark Blue
Padded Slipper-Socks
Exercise Shorts, White w/ Dark Blue Trim

Swimming Trunks, Dark Blue

Undergarments

4 Pairs Smart Woven Boxer Briefs, Black (Male Only)

Firearms and Combat Gear

Standard Gear

1 Solanii Laiz Pistol
3 Leyflar Supercapacitor
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1 Holster, Brown
Capacitor Recharger Kit

1 Solanii Laiz Faelraig
2 Spec2 Leyflar Supercapacitor
Capacitor Recharger Kit
Leather Sheath, Black
Capacitor Holder, carries 3 extra Leyflar Supercapacitors (Currently full)

1 Solanii Datarod

7 Data Jockeys

Retractable Durandium staff with Combi Mount (GP-16 Plasma pistol)
3 Extra plasma charge packs
Leather Sheath, black

Other/Various

Misc

Wallet, Dark Blue or Dark Gold
Identification Card, with Name
Homing Beacon Tab
Starting Funds

Canteen (.6 litres), Brown

Personal Hygiene

* Tooth brush
* Tooth cleaner
* Body wash
* Shampoo

Finances

Vel Vect'Orian is currently a in the Independent.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
1390 KS Starting Funds
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OOC Discussion

If you see something i could add please let me know, thank you.
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